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FOR SALE

TURBO TURF
HYDRO SEEDING SYSTEMS

Keep your course in top condition. Prices start at $1295.00
Call for FREE info & video! Turbo Technologies, Inc. 1-800-822-5437 www.TurboTurf.com

XTON TURF COVERS

Protect Your Greens from Frost and Freezing Be prepared this winter with XTON TURF COVERS™ Phone: (800)786 - 2091 Fax: (256)767 - 3856 info@turfcovers.com www.turfcovers.com

FOR SALE

Modular Driving Range Stalls

Ballasted Base Can be used as teaching stalls Wall panels available

Golf Cart Shelters

No Foundation Required... Easily Assembled... Easily Relocated handi-hut shelters 1-800-603-6635 www.handi-hut.com Fax:973-614-8011

GREENS BRUSH MAT

The perfect light duty drag mat for gently brushing in top dressing and for before mowing.
A thick 5’x5’ natural fiber mat surface that evenly works top dressing into greens or stands grass up prior to mowing for a better cut. Won’t damage sensitive greens grass and is flexible for consistent performance on uneven surfaces. A single hook point on either end attaches to the back of most any vehicle in seconds. Delivered completely assembled and ready for use.
Call or go online for a complete catalog
Reliable Golf Course Supplies 1.800.274.6815 www.reliablegolf.com

XTON TURF COVERS

Protected by Frost and Freezing Be prepared this winter with XTON TURF COVERS™
Phone: (800)786 - 2091 Fax: (256)767 - 3856 info@turfcovers.com www.turfcovers.com

FOR SALE

The perfect light duty drag mat for gently brushing in top dressing and for before mowing.
A thick 5’x5’ natural fiber mat surface that evenly works top dressing into greens or stands grass up prior to mowing for a better cut. Won’t damage sensitive greens grass and is flexible for consistent performance on uneven surfaces. A single hook point on either end attaches to the back of most any vehicle in seconds. Delivered completely assembled and ready for use.
Call or go online for a complete catalog
Reliable Golf Course Supplies 1.800.274.6815 www.reliablegolf.com
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The man responsible for these paroxysms of pleasure was Bill Watterson, the achingly recluse wonder behind the most consistently entertaining and lively written syndicated comic strip in history — Calvin and Hobbes.

Fans of all stripes can now enjoy "The Complete Calvin and Hobbes," a monster of a compendium that traces 3,160 strips from Nov. 18, 1985, through Dec. 31, 1995. The slip-cased set, printed on thick stock, contains three volumes, 1,440 pages and the heft of a steroid-laced bowling ball (23 pounds). The publisher claims it will be the heaviest, most expensive ($150) book ever on the best-seller list. However, that emphasis on size neglects the inherent lightness and joy of the precocious Calvin and his trusty, sometimes impish pal Hobbes.

Thumbing through the strips again reminds one of skipping down the lane of nostalgia, as the characters and situations ring with the charms of the familiar, the safe and the creative. Calvin gets locked by Hobbes as he gets home from school; Mrs. Wormwood, Calvin's teacher, transforms into a hostile alien that must be zapped; Susie Derkins dons the "cute" moniker on Hobbes, much to Calvin's chagrin; Calvin cautions his father on his low poll numbers; babysitter Rosalyn terrorizes Calvin and plays fiscal hardball with his parents; and of course, Hobbes takes the occasional spin through the washer and a tumble through the dryer.

There's more, of course: the duo's secret society G.R.O.S.S.; their careening down hills and ramps in a wagon; countless snowmen sculpted with an eye toward Edvard Munch angst; monsters under the bed; splash-filled baths; ruinous family camping trips; fearsome dinosaurs; snowball fights; and the rapidly escalating fights that can only happen between a boy and his tiger.

The foundational appeal of Calvin and Hobbes rests solely in the imaginative disconnect between the "real" world of adults and the "real" world of Calvin. To Calvin, Hobbes lives and breathes, complete with razor-sharp teeth and claws. He's a comrade, a sounding board and, at times, simultaneously a conscience and a rascally rival. To everyone else, Hobbes is merely a stuffed tiger. But to claim the adult world as "more real" misses Watterson's entire point and robs the strip of its energy and enchantment — for Hobbes, you see, is real.

In Watterson's final strip, Dec. 31, 1995, his intrepid partners go sledding on virgin snow, with Hobbes claiming, "It's like having a big white sheet of paper to draw on." Calvin responds, "It's a magical world, Hobbes' buddy ..."

For 10 years, Watterson transformed that blank paper into a marvelous, magical world. And for that, this kid remains eternally thankful.

Mark Luce lives in Kansas City, Mo. His son, Miles, talks about his "doggie" in a way eerily like Calvin chats to Hobbes.
PICTURE PERFECT

The picture perfect day of golf starts well before the game begins because if the grass selected for the course does not look and play great, your day of golf will not be either.

JacklinGolf is available to help you make the best grass selections for your course during new constructions, renovations or for everyday maintenance. For personal grassing specifications, JacklinGolf offers complimentary agronomic consultations for golf course professionals.

With a wide palette of turfgrass varieties to compliment your picture perfect course, Jacklin Seed offers world-renown bentgrasses such as L-93 and recently introduced T-1 rated #1 for genetic color as well as top-rated 1/2" cut fairway bluegrass, ryegrass, bermuda, fescues and more. For more information on our exciting varieties, visit www.jacklin.com.

Circling Raven Golf Club
Worley, Idaho
“Best of” course honors earned in 2004 from GOLF Magazine, and in 2005 from Golf Digest, Golfweek and Zagat Survey
Brian Woster, Superintendent
Gene Bates, Golf Course Architect
L-93 Bentgrass Greens

1-800-688-7333
E-mail: info@jacklin.com